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4. Please use other 18W adapter and charging cable to check if the adapter 
    and cable are damaged.
5. Please make sure that the thickness of the phone case is <=4mm (if there 
    is a case) and there are no any metal, pop rings, credit cards or magnetic 
    interference charges. 
6. Please align the coil of your devices with the charging center. 
7. Update your device to the latest system and restart the device.

Q：What should I do if the charging is slow?
A: Please check the following steps:
1. Please make sure to use the 18W adapter and cable provided in the package.
2. Charging efficiency depends on the receiving power of your devices and it is not 
    recommended to keep the APP running during slow charging.

Q: What should I do if the charger heats up during charging?
A: Please check the following steps: 
1. It is normal for the receiving coil or transmitter board to generate heat during 
    wireless charging. lf the charger is too hot please take your phone off from 
    charger to wait the charger to cool down and charge again.
2. It is recommended to avoid using the charger in high temperature and sun  
    exposure environments as possible.

Any other questions, please contact us through the Amazon Message Center or
AFTER-SALES support@jargou.com for solution. 

Please read the instructions carefully before using

This product is a 3 in 1 multi-functional wireless charging station, which 
supports fast charging for phone, iWatch and AirPods at the same time, it 
provides high efficiency and stable wireless charging for you.

1. Do not disassemble or throw the product into fire or water to   avoid short circuit.
2. Do not use wireless charger in extremely hot, humid or corrosive environment.
3. Make sure there are no any metal, pop rings, credit cards or magnetic 
    interference charges.
4. Keep out of reach of children and pets .
5. lf the charging station overheats and stops charging during use, please remove 
    the charging device and try charging after cooling down.
6. Avoid dropping the product from high place.

If there are any issues with the item, please contact us through the Amazon 
Message Center or at support@jargou.com
In order to deal with problems more efficiently for you, please prepare the 
following information: the issue of charger, your devices’ model, the type of 
adapter and the phone case you are using, and if possible you can attach a 
picture or video of the problem.   

Package List
1. Foldable wireless charger * 1
2. Type-C charging cable * 1
3. 18W adapter * 1
4. User manual * 1 

1. Phone
Phone with wireless charging function and compatible with charging protocol

2. iWatch
Apple Watch 8/7/6/5/4/3/2/SE/Ultra

3. AirPods
AirPods Charging: for AirPods 2/3/Pro/Pro2(can work with A2700，A2566，
A2190，A1938 AirPods case）  
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FCC RF Radiation Exposure Statement:
1.This Transmitter must not be co-located or operating in conjunction with any other 
antenna or transmitter.
2.This equipment complies with RF radiation exposure limits set forth for an    
uncontrolled environment.
This equipment should be installed and operated with minimum distance 15cm between 
the radiator and your body.




